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Featured articles and news

Making the case for HS2

It's not just about speed, HS2 could bring freight and
passenger capacity improvements on other lines.

Biophilic design
Plants make workers 15%
more productive.

Iconic buildings
The Flatiron building was
completed in 1903 and
featured a water-powered
elevator.

Specifying stone
How to make stone a more
sustainable choice.

Architecture essentials
Our comprehensive
resource for architecture
students as they start the
new term.

Global heating markets

As the market for radiators begins to cool, underfloor heating is
getting a boost.

 

Around the web

Dezeen, Sep 11
A museum dedicated to
the Bauhaus opens in
Germany.

RIBA, Sep 10
Architects are added to the
Shortage Occupation List.

IHBC, Sep 10
Annual conference focuses
on conserving post-war
buildings.

ICE, Sep 10
State of the Nation 2019:
Connecting Infrastructure
with Housing.

RSHP, Sep 9
LSE's stylish Centre
Building.

CIAT, Sep 9
Scottish local authorities get
funding to improve home
energy efficiency.

CIOB, Sep 9
Response to the latest
construction output figures.

CIAT, Sep 9
Owners not replacing
dangerous cladding may be
named and shamed.

6.5 million people use Designing Buildings Wiki to find construction industry
knowledge every year. Write an article and they will also find out about you.
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